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High T1- and T2-Contrast Ability of Ultra-Fine
PEGylated Iron Oxide Nanoparticles in

Ultra-Low Field MRI Measured By
a High-Tc DC-SQUID

Jin Yirong, Jia Qiaojuan, Deng Hui, Wang Ning, Jiang Fengying, Tian Ye, Gao Mingyuan, and Zheng Dongning

Abstract—The effect of ultra-fine superparamagnetic PEGylated
iron oxide nanoparticles (SPIONs) on the 1H nuclei spin relax-
ation time T1 and T2 were systematically investigated for the per-
formance as T1 or T2 contrast agents in ultra-low field (ULF)
nuclear magnetic resonance and resonance imaging (NMR&MRI).
A high-Tc dc-SQUID sensor was used to detect the resonance
signal from water samples containing SPIONs of different sizes
and concentrations. The relaxation rates (T−1

1,2) was shown to
depend linearly on the iron concentration (C, in mMol of Fe). The
relaxivities (defined as d(T−1

1,2)/dC) r1 and r2 were fitted and
compared with high field (3 T) NMR results. An impressive im-
provement of more than an order in r1 was found for all SPIONs
of different sizes, which leads to a much lowered relaxivity ratio
r2/r1. For all SPIONs measured, r2/r1 was around 1, which
implies that SPIONs are high performance T1 contrast agent in
ULF NMR&MRI. The highest r1 and r2 values were found in
the sample containing 16.7 nm nanoparticles, both of them being
around 200 mMol−1s−1. Furthermore, we also demonstrated
T1-weighted contrast imaging using 16.7 nm nanoparticles. Clear
intensity gradient were shown in the images, indicating a good
contrast enhancement capability.

Index Terms—Contrast agent, MRI, SQUID, superparamag-
netic iron oxide nanoparticles, ultra-low field NMR.

I. INTRODUCTION

U LTRA LOW FIELD (ULF) nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) has attracted considerable interests since the
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introduction of superconducting quantum interference device
(SQUID) as the sensor of the resonance signal [1]–[4]. When
combined with pre-polarization [4], the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) of ULF-NMR can be greatly improved, reaching the
requirement for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Due to its
advantages in spectroscopy (narrow spectrum linewidth, neg-
ligible chemical shift) and imaging (negligible susceptibility
artifact, enhanced T1 contrast, insusceptible to metallic objects)
[5]–[7], in addition with its low-cost nature, ULF-NMR was
considered as a prospective supplement to high field NMR
technologies. After decades of development, fruitful results
were obtained and many kinds of measurement configuration
were proposed [8]–[15]. ULF-MRI for parts of human body
or other bio-samples were also realized by different groups
[16]–[21].

MRI is a very powerful tool for biological molecular imaging
and clinical diagnosis. Three dimensional tomographic infor-
mation can be acquired by MRI with high spatial resolution
without the use of radiation or radiotracers. By applying dif-
ferent pulse sequences to control the polarization and re-focus
of nuclear spins, T1 or T2 weighted MRI can be obtained with
higher contrast between normal and pathological tissues [22].
In many cases, an even higher contrast is required to ensure
precise diagnosis in earlier stage of diseases, resulting in the
development of exogenous contrast agents [23], [24].

Superparamagnetic PEGylated iron oxide nanoparticles
(SPIONs) are one class of contrast agents commercially avail-
able in high-field MRI [25]. These nanoparticles generally act
as T2 contrast agent because of their high relaxivity ratio, r2/r1,
which is commonly larger than 10 [26]. Since T2 weighted
imaging is negative contrast enhancement where tissues with
high agent concentration will appear dark, it has low specificity
in distinguish diseased tissues, because the signal is often
confused with that from bleeding, calcification or other tissues
having similar T2 values [26], [27]. This negative contrast
effect, along with the susceptibility artifact problem, become
the main restricts for the applications of SPIONs in high
field MRI.

In this work, we studied the behavior of longitudinal (T−1
1 )

and transverse relaxation rate (T−1
2 ) of 1H spins in water

samples containing different concentration of SPIONs in a
home-build ULF-NMR & MRI system measured by a high-Tc

dc-SQUID sensor. The results show very high T2 relaxivities r2,
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Fig. 1. A schematic of our ULF-NMR coil system. A high-Tc dc-SQUID and
input coil were immersed into the bottom of a LN2 Dewar (lower right), which
was then further protected by a 3-layer μ-metal shielding cylinder. On the top
right corner is the reference coordinates we used in this work.

close to that measured under high field (3 T). Furthermore, the
T1 relaxivities r1 were found to be more than an order higher
than that under high field, resulting the relaxivity ratio r2/r1
close to or even less than 1. This indicates that SPIONs in ULF-
NMR can act as very high performance T1 or T1 − T2 dual
contrast agents. In addition with the negligible susceptibility ar-
tifacts in ULF MR imaging, SPIONs may find their wide range
applications in ULF NMR & MRI technology, for example, the
early diagnosis of prostate cancer, breast cancer, and so on.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Synthesis of Fe3O4 Nanocrystals

Different sized Fe3O4 nanocrystals were prepared according
to the method described in the literature [28]. Typically, 2.12 g
(6 mMol) of Fe(acac)3, 7.90 mL (24 mMol) of oleylamine and
24.0 g (12 mMol) of HOOC-PEG-COOH were dissolved in
100 mL diphenyl oxide solution, and the stock solution was
obtained after being purged with nitrogen for 2 h. The stock so-
lutions were aged at different temperatures for several hours to
obtain different sized Fe3O4 nanocrystals followed by heating
the stock solutions to reflux for 30 min. The nanocrystals were
collected by dispersed in ethanol and subsequently precipitated
with ether.

The as-prepared Fe3O4 nanocrystals show good colloid sta-
bility in water and physiological system as PEG is a typical
excellent biocompatible polymer.

B. ULF-NMR & MRI System

Our ULF-NMR & MRI system was built inside a home-
made magnetically shielded room (MSR). Residual field in the
center of the MSR was measured to about 170 nT. Nuclear spins
are firstly pre-polarized by a solenoid coil which can generate
a field of ∼16 mT/A (along x direction, the axes are shown
in Fig. 1). A measurement field of about 67 μT is constantly
applied by a pair of Helmholtz coils with diameter 60 cm
(in z direction). After polarized for a few seconds (usually
1–8 sec., depends on the T1 value of the sample), the pre-
polarization field turns off nonadiabatically and then the nuclear

Fig. 2. A typical single-shot measurement result of FID in ∼15 mL water.
The SNR was estimated to ∼220. The measurement conditions were as follow:
Bm ∼ 67 μT, Bp ∼ 34 mT, Tp = 6 sec.

spins start to do Larmor precession. A solenoid pick-up coil
fitted between the pre-polarization coil and the sample space
inductively couples the free induction decay (FID) signal and
transfer the signal to an input coil mounted beneath a high-Tc

dc-SQUID. The SQUID sensor used in this study was supplied
by Forschungszentrum Jülich in Germany [29]. The field sensi-
tivity in the white noise range is about 30 fT/Hz1/2 (1/f noise
corner is at about 20 Hz) when measured in a well shielded
space. However, it degraded to about 100 fT/Hz1/2 because
of environmental field fluctuation or trapped flux in the pick-
up loop of the SQUID [30]. The pick-up and input coils were
carefully designed and wound with resistances and inductances
of 2.2 Ω and 6.3 mH, 3.2 Ω (at liquid nitrogen temperature)
and 27 μH, respectively [21]. The Johnson noise current in
the loop can be estimated to about 0.1 nA/Hz1/2, which will
give an additional flux noise on the order of the sensor’s noise
(1/f noise corner is at about 200 Hz). A switch and a specified
capacitance are connected in series of the loop, forming a tank
circuit so that the coupling around the resonance frequency will
be enhanced. In addition, the input coil and SQUID are placed
at the bottom of a glass-fiber Dewar surrounded by a 3-layer
μ-metal magnetically shielded cylinder. Such a configuration
can obtain much higher coupling efficiency compared to di-
rectly coupling to the SQUID sensor, while avoid the influence
from the strong pre-polarization field to the SQUID. Gradient
field coils (a pair of Maxwell coils to generate ∂Bm/∂z, two
set of bi-planar coils to generate ∂Bm/∂x and ∂Bm/∂y) were
also designed and installed for imaging experiments, and a pair
of Helmholtz coils (along y axis, diameter 24 cm) is used to
generate pulsed AC field. A schematic of the whole ULF-NMR
& MRI system is shown in Fig. 1. More details about the system
configuration and performance were described in the literatures
[15], [21], [31]. Typical signal-to-noise ratio for single-shot FID
measurement of water sample with a volume of ∼15 mL was
obtained to be over 200 (Fig. 2).

C. Sample Preparation

Water samples with different Fe concentrations were pre-
pared in a clean room. Four kinds of stock solutions with differ-
ent average particle sizes were used: 10.3 nm, 12.0 nm, 14.1 nm
and 16.7 nm. The concentrations are 3.5 mg/mL, 3.16 mg/mL,
2.26 mg/mL and 3.63 mg/mL, respectively (it should be noticed
that these values are the mass concentrations of Fe, not Fe3O4).
Preparation of 16.7 nm nanoparticle solutions is demonstrated
here: 60 μL stock solution was transferred into a 25 mL
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Fig. 3. (a) Pulse-sequence for T1 measurement. Tp correspond to pre-
polarization time. (b) Pulse sequence for T2 measurement. TE/2 corresponds
to the time interval between the start of FID and the π-pulse.

Fig. 4. (a) FID amplitudes vs. pre-polarization time Tp for different Fe
(16.7 nm) concentrations. (b) Spin-echo amplitudes vs. echo time TE for
different Fe (16.7 nm) concentrations.

volumetric flask by a pipette, then dilute to volume by deionized
water and mix. After that, volumes of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 mL
diluted solution were transferred into six dry volumetric flasks
(also 25 mL) respectively, using appropriate pipettes. The final
step was dilute to volume for all the six flasks, fully mix and
then transfer into small bottles with volumes of about 15 mL.
As a result, the final concentrations were 0.35 μg/mL,
0.70 μg/mL, 1.05 μg/mL, 1.39 μg/mL, 1.74 μg/mL and
2.09 μg/mL. Solutions for other particle sizes were prepared
by the same way. Their final concentrations were controlled to
nearly in the same range as 16.7 nm solutions.

D. T1 and T2 Measurements

T1 was obtained by measuring the FID amplitude after
different pre-polarization time, and then fitted by the following
equation:

S = S0

[
1− exp

(
−t

T1

)]
.

T2 was obtained by measuring the spin echo amplitude with
π-pulses applied at different delay time. A small gradient field
(∼80 nT/cm) was also applied during the measurement to
suppress the FID. Time sequences for T1 and T2 measurements
are shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 4 gives some typical measured results
of T1 and T2 relaxations. It is easy to see that with the iron
concentration increases, both T1 and T2 become more and more
short.

Fig. 5. (a) T−1
1 vs. Fe concentration for different SPION sizes. (b) T−1

2 vs.
Fe concentration for different SPION sizes. The solid lines are linear fittings to
the measurement results.

TABLE I
T1 AND T2 RELAXIVITIES FOR SPIONs WITH DIFFERENT SIZES

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

After T1 and T2 relaxation time were fitted out for the
samples of different SPION sizes and concentrations, we plot
them together, as shown in Fig. 5. The relaxation rates (T−1

1

and T−1
2 ) increase almost linearly with increasing the SPION

concentration C. Such results are in accordance with high field
NMR results. Linear fitting to those curves can give some
important parameters for applications as contrast agents, those
are: Relaxivity r1(d(T

−1
1 )/dC), relaxivity r2(d(T

−1
2 )/dC) and

their ratio r2/r1. For the application of SPIONs as contrast
agent, high relaxivities are always preferred, because it indi-
cates that less quantity of the agents will be needed to get an
image with the required contrast. r2/r1 determines which kind
of contrast agent it is suitable for. To act as T1 contrast agent,
r2/r1 ratio cannot be too large, it is generally required to be
close to 1. For larger r2/r1 ratio, they can only be used as T2

contrast agent.
As a comparison, r1 and r2 data were also measured by

a commercial MRI system (GE signa 3.0 T HD, Milwaukee,
WI). In Table I, we list all the r1 and r2 data measured in
this study and in high field for different SPION sizes. From the
table, we can see that under low field, both r1 and r2 increase
when the particle size is increased. Under high field, r2 also has
such a trend, but r1 decreases a little for larger sizes (14.1 and
16.7 nm).

Another important information is that, r1 under ultra-low
field is much higher than that under high field. This results in
much lower r2/r1 ratio. For all the samples measured in this
study, the r2/r1 ratio value is very close to 1, or even less than 1
for smaller particle sizes (10.3 and 12.0 nm). As the criteria
stated above, it means that our SPIONs can act as T1 contrast
agents. Furthermore, it is remarkable to notice that r1 value
for 16.7 nm SPIONs is nearly 200 mM−1s−1, which is more
than 60 times larger than the value of typical T1 contrast agent
magnevist (Gd-DTPA, 3.6 mM−1s−1, 1.5 T) [31]. Still its r2/r1
value is nearly 1. As a result, it is convincing that SPIONs can
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Fig. 6. A typical T1-contrast image obtained by filtered back-projection
method. Four tubes with different iron concentrations (indicated in the figure)
of 16.7 nm nanoparticles were arranged together to demonstrate the contrast
enhancement.

be very high performance T1 contrast agents under low-field.
In the same time, their high r2 values make them also high
performance T2 contrast agents. Iron oxide nanoparticles were
also studied in high field MRI as T1 contrast agents, but the r1
values are still far smaller than our results, and r2/r1 values are
also larger than 1, close to 2 [26], [32], [33].

To demonstrate the T1-contrast capability of SPIONs in
ULF-NMR/MRI, we performed 2D MRI on water samples with
different concentration of 16.7 nm SPIONs. A filtered back-
projection method was used to reconstruct 2D MR images.
A typical imaging result is shown in Fig. 6. 24 projection
angles were chosen. For each angle, the signal was averaged for
20 times. The pre-polarization time Tp was chosen to 0.5 sec.,
and the echo time TE was set to 0.3 sec. From the image,
we can see that as the concentration of SPIONs increases, the
signal density also increase significantly, shown good contrast
enhancement.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have studied the influence of SPIONs to
the relaxation rates of 1H nuclei spins in water samples by a
home-built ULF-NMR & MRI system. SPIONs with different
sizes from 10.3–16.7 nm were used in the study. The measured
relaxation rates show linear increasing with increasing of the Fe
concentration. T1 and T2 ralaxavities (r1 and r2) were deduced
from such linear relationship and compared to that obtained
under a commercial 3 T MRI system. For larger particle sizes
(14.1 and 16.7 nm), the r2 values are close to the high field
results, showing good T2-contrast capability. In addition, they
also show very high r1 that is more than 60 times larger than
standard T1-contrast agent based on Gd3+ chelate in high field
MRI. The relaxavity ratios r2/r1 are closed to 1, indicating that
these SPIONs can act as high performance T1-contrast agents
in ULF-MRI.
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